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Abstract

A multiperson decision-making problem, where the information about the alternatives provided by the experts can

be presented by means of di�erent preference representation structures (preference orderings, utility functions and

multiplicative preference relations) is studied. Assuming the multiplicative preference relation as the uniform element of

the preference representation, a multiplicative decision model based on fuzzy majority is presented to choose the best

alternatives. In this decision model, several transformation functions are obtained to relate preference orderings and

utility functions with multiplicative preference relations. The decision model uses the ordered weighted geometric

operator to aggregate information and two choice degrees to rank the alternatives, quanti®er guided dominance degree

and quanti®er guided non-dominance degree. The consistency of the model is analysed to prove that it acts coher-

ently. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A multiperson decision-making problem
(MPDM) is de®ned as a decision situation in
which a solution alternative(s) to a given question
has (have) to be chosen, based on the information
given by di�erent people or experts [2,5,7,12±
14,19]. Normally, the information can be repre-

sented by any of these three preference structures
[5,20]:
1. As a preference ordering of the alternatives. In

this case the alternatives are ordered from best
to worst, without any other additional informa-
tion.

2. As a utility function. In this case an expert gives
a real valuation (a physical or a monetary val-
ue) for each alternative, i.e., a function that as-
sociates each alternative with a real number.
This indicates the performance of that alterna-
tive according to his point of view.
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3. As a preference relation. This is the most usual
case because most procedures in decision-mak-
ing problems are based on pair comparison, in
the sense that processes are linked to some de-
gree of credibility of preference of any alterna-
tive over another.
In many decision situations it is quite natural to

think that di�erent experts can provide their
evaluations by means of di�erent preference
structures. In such situations, before achieving the
solution alternative(s), we have to make the in-
formation uniform using only one of the prefer-
ence structure. We propose to use preference
relations as the base for uniform representation
[3,5,6,9,10,17±19,23,24]. Once this is done, a se-
lection process is applied in order to obtain the
solution alternative(s). The most well-known se-
lection models are:
1. Fuzzy model. In this case the base to uniform

the information is the fuzzy preference relation
and the solution alternative(s) is (are) obtained
by means of choice functions or degrees [5,9±
11,16,17].

2. Multiplicative model. In this case the base to
uniform the information is the multiplicative
preference relation and the solution alterna-
tive(s) is (are) obtained using the Analytic Hier-
archy Process (AHP) [8,18,19,22,25,26].
In this paper, we study an MPDM problem that

presents a higher degree of freedom for modelling
preferences. We analyse how to solve MPDM
problems where the evaluations are presented by
any of these three preference structures, preference
orderings, utility functions and multiplicative
preference relations. In this paper, we do not
concentrate on the evaluation of these preference
structures, but on the study of a decision model
which integrates these three preference structures
using multiplicative preference relations as the
base of the uniform representation. First of all, we
obtain transformation functions from preference
orderings and utility functions into multiplicative
preference relations. The decision model is de-
signed using the fuzzy majority concept [10]. This
concept is applied by a fuzzy linguistic quanti®er
[28], which allows more ¯exibility in the decision
model because all decisions are reached using a
soft majority of people's preferences. Our decision

model does not use the AHP to obtain the solution
alternatives. It is built using a fuzzy majority
guided aggregation operator, the Ordered
Weighted Geometric (OWG) [6], and two fuzzy
majority guided choice degrees de®ned for multi-
plicative preference relations, quanti®er guided
dominance degree and quanti®er guided non-domi-
nance degree [6]. Finally, we analyse the consis-
tency of this multiplicative decision model to
ensure that it acts coherently. We show that the
transformation functions do not change the
ranking of the alternatives established by the other
representation structures, when we use the afore-
mentioned choice degrees.

The paper is set out as follows. The MPDM
problem under di�erent preference structures is
presented in Section 2. How to make the infor-
mation uniform is discussed in Section 3. Section 4
deals with the decision model using multiplicative
preference relation as the base for uniform repre-
sentation. An example is given in Section 5 to il-
lustrate the use of the decision model. Section 6
draws our conclusions. Appendix A contains the
description of fuzzy majority and fuzzy linguistic
quanti®er concepts.

2. The MPDM problem

Let X � fx1; x2; . . . ; xng �n P 2� be a ®nite set of
alternatives. These alternatives have to be classi-
®ed from best to worst, using the information
given by a set of experts, E � fe1; e2; . . . ; emg
�m P 2�. As each expert, ek 2 E, has their own
ideas, attitudes, motivations and personality, it is
quite natural to think that di�erent experts will
give their preferences in a di�erent way. This leads
us to assume that the experts' preferences over the
set of alternatives, X, may be represented in one of
the following three ways:
1. A preference ordering of the alternatives. In this

case, an expert, ek, gives his preferences on X as
an individual preference ordering, Ok � fok�1�;
. . . ; ok�n�g, where ok��� is a permutation func-
tion over the index set, f1; . . . ; ng, for the ex-
pert, ek [4,21]. Therefore, according to this
point of view , an ordered vector of alternatives,
from best to worst, is given.
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2. A multiplicative preference relation. In this case,
the expert's preferences on X are described by a
positive preference relation, Ak � X � X . The
intensity of preference, ak

ij; is measured using
a ratio scale, and in particular, as Saaty
[19] showed, the 1±9 scale, ak

ij � 1 indicates in-
di�erence between xi and xj, ak

ij � 9 indicates
that xi is absolutely preferred to xj, and
ak

ij 2 2;3; . . . ;8 indicates intermediate evalua-
tions. The preference matrix, Ak, is assumed
multiplicative reciprocal [18,19], i.e., ak

ij � ak
ji � 1:

3. A utility function. In this case, an expert, ek,
gives his preferences on X as a set of n utility
values, U k � fuk

i ; i� 1; . . . ;ng; uk
i 2 �0;1�, where

uk
i represents the utility evaluation given by the

expert ek to the alternative xi [15,24].
In this context, the resolution process of the

MPDM problem consists in obtaining a set of
solution alternatives, Xsol � X ; from the prefer-
ences given by the experts. As we assume that the
experts give their preferences in di�erent ways, the
®rst step must be to obtain a uniform representa-
tion of the preferences.

In the following section, we will study how to
make information uniform and thus obtain
transformation functions.

3. Making the information uniform using multipli-

cative preference relations

As we said before, when the information pro-
vided by a group of experts is assumed to be of a
diverse nature, we need to make the information
uniform. As we pointed out at the beginning,
preference relation is the most common represen-
tation of information used in MPDM problems
because it is a useful tool in modelling decision
processes, above all when we want to aggregate
experts' preferences into group preferences
[3,5,6,9,10,16,18,19,23,24]. Therefore, in this case,
we propose to use the multiplicative preference
relation as the base to uniform the information.
Having said that, we need to ®nd functions to
transform preference ordering and utility values
into multiplicative preference relations. This is
dealt with in more detail in the subsections follow.

3.1. Utility values and multiplicative preference
relation

Here we assume that an expert, ek; gives his
preferences on X by means of a set of utility values,
given on the basis of a positive ratio scale,
Uk � fuk

i ; i � 1; . . . ; ng, i.e., each alternative, xi, is
given a real number, uk

i 2 �0; 1�, indicating the
performance of that alternative according to his
point of view. For every set of utility values, U k,
we suppose, without loss of generality, that the
higher the value, the better the alternative satis®es
the expert.

Any possible transformation function, h, used
to derive a multiplicative preference relation from
a set of utility values, must obtain the preference
value of the alternative xi over xj; ak

ij, based only on
the values uk

i and uk
j . Therefore, there exists a

function from �0; 1�2 to �0; 1� such that

ak
ij � h�uk

i ; u
k
j �:

This transformation function, h, must verify that
the higher uk

i the higher ak
ij and the higher uk

j the
lower ak

ij; in other words function h must be in-
creasing in the ®rst argument and decreasing in the
second argument. On the other hand, if the pair of
values �uk

i ; u
k
j � change slightly, the preference be-

tween that pair of alternatives should change
slightly too, i.e., the function h must be a contin-
uous function.

An example of this type of transformation
function is one that obtains the value of prefer-
ences based on the quotient between the respective
utility values of the alternatives, i.e.,

h�uk
i ; u

k
j � � l

uk
i

uk
j

 !
;

where l is an increasing function. This type of
function has been investigated by Luce and Suppes
[15] and by Chiclana et al. [5] when studying the
relationship between utility values and fuzzy
preference relations.

Interpreting uk
i =uk

j as a ratio of the preference
intensity for xi to that of xj, i.e., xi is uk

i =uk
j times as

good as xj, and assuming a multiplicative prefer-
ence relation, the simplest function to obtain the
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intensity of preference is the one proposed and
used by Saaty in his AHP method [18,19], i.e.,

ak
ij � h�uk

i ; u
k
j � � l1 uk

i

uk
j

 !
� uk

i

uk
j
;

being this function, as we will show, a particular
case of a general family of transformation func-
tions.

Without loss of generality, we suppose that the
utility values belong to �0; 1�. Then, the transfor-
mation function, that we look for,

h : �0; 1� � �0; 1� ! R�

has to ful®l the following properties:
1. h�z; y� � h�y; z� � 1 8z; y 2 �0; 1�:
2. h�z; z� � 1 8z 2 �0; 1�:
3. h�z; y� > 1 if z > y 8z; y 2 �0; 1�:
· Property 1 is the multiplicative reciprocity con-

dition.
· Property 2 is a result of property 1. It indicates

the indi�erence that an expert shows between
two alternatives, satisfying his criterion with
the same intensity.

· Finally, property 3 indicates that between two
alternatives, the expert gives a de®nite prefer-
ence to the alternative with a higher utility value
than the other. This is a result of property 2 and
the fact that function, h, has to be increasing in
the ®rst argument and decreasing in the second
argument.
Property 1 can be represented in the following

equivalent parametric form:

h�z; y� � tan2 c; h�y; z� � cot2 c;

where c 2 �0; p=2� represents the value of the vec-
tor angle of a point with cartesian coordinates
�z; y� or, in general, q�z�; q�y�� �, being

q : �0; 1� ! R�

is any increasing and continuous function. We
then have

c � arctan
q�z�
q�x�

and therefore

h�z; y� � q�z�
q�y�
� �2

:

Finally, writing s�z� � q�z�� �2, the expression of h
becomes

h�z; y� � s�z�
s�y� ;

s being a continuous and increasing function.
We note that the above general form of trans-

formation function of utility values is the one we
would have obtained if we had assumed h is a
separable function. This assumption is based on
the fact that the set of utility values are given on
the basis of a positive ratio scale. In fact, if

h�z; y� � s�z� � r�y� 8z; y 2 �0; 1�;
where s and r are functions with the same domain
�0; 1�, same sign, increasing the ®rst and decreasing
the second, then from property 2 we have

s�y� � r�y� � 1 8z; y 2 �0; 1�
and therefore, r�y� � 1=s�y� 8y 2 �0; 1�, which is
the same expression of function h we obtained
above.

Summarising, we have the following results:

Proposition 1. For every set of utility values,
Uk � fuk

1; . . . ; uk
ng, over a set of alternatives, X,

given on the basis of a positive ratio scale, the
preference of alternative xi over xj, ak

ij, is obtained by
the following function h:

ak
ij � h�uk

i ; u
k
j � �

s�uk
i �

s�uk
j �
;

where s : �0; 1� ! R� is any continuous and in-
creasing function.

Corollary 1. When s�uk
i � � uk

i the transformation
function h reduces to the transformation function l1

proposed by Saaty [18,19].

As it was aforementioned, a particular case of
transformation function is
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h�uk
i ; u

k
j � � l

uk
i

uk
j

 !
;

where l is a continuous and increasing function.
The following result gives the general expression of
this type of function, with the one proposed by
Saaty [18,19] as a particular case.

Proposition 2. The common general solution of the
following two functional equations:
1. h�z; y� � h�y; z� � 1;
2. l�z=y� � l�y=z� � 1;
being h a function increasing in the ®rst argument,
decreasing in the second argument and continuous
and l an increasing and continuous function, is

h�z; y� � l
z
y

� �
� z

y

� �c

;

where c 2 R�:

Proof. From the above proposition, we know that

h�z; y� � s�z�
s�y� ;

being s a continuous and increasing function, is the
general solution of the ®rst functional equation.
As we try to ®nd the common general solution to
both functional equations, then

l
z
y

� �
� s�z�

s�y�

implies

l�z� � l
z
1

� �
� s�z�

s�1� ) s�z� � s�1� � l�z�

) l
1

y

� �
� s�1�

s�y� �
s�1�

s�1� � l�y� �
1

l�y�

) l z � y� � � l
z
1
y

 !
� s�z�

s�1y�
� s�1� � s�z�

s�1� � s�1y�
� l�z�

l�1y�
� l�z� � l�y�

that is, l�z � y� � l�z� � l�y� 8z; y 2 �0; 1�: This
means that the function l has to be

l�z� � zc; c > 0:

Therefore, the common general solution of the two
above functional equations is

h
z
y

� �
� z

y

� �c

; c > 0:

We note that if preferences between alternatives
do not change when the utility values of the im-
plied alternatives change in the same proportion,
then the function obtained in the previous prop-
osition is the one we have to use. In fact, if we
suppose that

ak
ij � h2�uk

i ; u
k
j � � h2�c � uk

i ; c � uk
j �

then, taking c � 1=uk
j we have

h2�uk
i ; u

k
j � � h2 uk

i

uk
j
; 1

 !
� l

uk
i

uk
j

 !

and therefore, applying the previous result, it has
to be

ak
ij �

uk
i

uk
j

 !c

; c > 0:

The relationship between utility values given on
the basis of a di�erence scale and multiplicative
preference relations is studied in the following
subsection.

3.2. Preference ordering and multiplicative prefer-
ence relation

In this case, we assume that an expert, ek, gives
his preferences on X by means of a preference
ordering, Ok � fok�1�; . . . ; ok�n�g: For every pref-
erence ordering, Ok, we suppose, without loss of
generality, that the lower the position of an alter-
native the better it satis®es the expert, and vice
versa. For example, suppose that an expert, ek,
gives his preferences about a set of four alterna-
tives, X � fx1; x2; x3; x4g; by means of the following
preference ordering, Ok � f3; 1; 4; 2g, then alter-
native x2 is the best one for that particular expert,
while alternative x3 is the worst.

Clearly, an alternative satis®es an expert ek

more or less depending on its position in his
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preference ordering Ok. In a similar way, we con-
sider that for an expert, ek, his preference value of
the alternative xi over xj, ak

ij, depends only on the
values of ok�i� and ok�j�, i.e., we assert that there
exists a transformation function, f, that assigns an
intensity value of preference of any alternative
over any other alternative, from any preference
ordering,

ak
ij � f �ok�i�; ok�j��:

This transformation function, f, must verify that
the higher ok�i� the lower ak

ij and the higher ok�j�
the higher ak

ij. In other words, function f must be
decreasing in the ®rst argument and increasing in
the second argument.

An example of this type of transformation
function is one that obtains the intensity value of
preference based on the value of the di�erence
between the alternatives' positions, i.e.,

f �ok�i�; ok�j�� � g�ok�j� ÿ ok�i��;

being g is an increasing function. The easiest and
simplest example of this type of function is the
following:

ak
ij � g1�ok�j� ÿ ok�i��

� 9 if ok�j� > ok�i�;
1=9 if ok�i� > ok�j�;

�
i 6� j:

In our example this transformation function gives
the following preference relation:

Ak �
ÿ 1=9 9 1=9
9 ÿ 9 9

1=9 1=9 ÿ 1=9
9 9 9 ÿ

2664
3775:

Its simplicity and easy use are the only virtues of
this particular transformation function, g1. How-
ever, this preference relation does not re¯ect the
case when an expert is not able to distinguish be-
tween two alternatives, i.e., when there is an in-
di�erence between two alternatives. This can be
easily solved with an extension of this function, g1,
as follows:

ak
ij � g2�ok�j� ÿ ok�i��

�
9 if ok�j� ÿ ok�i� > 0;
1 if ok�j� ÿ ok�i� � 0;
1=9 if ok�j� ÿ ok�i� < 0;

8<: i 6� j:

In any case, both functions, g1 and g2, do not re-
¯ect any kind of intensity of preference between
alternatives. In our example, they do not distin-
guish between the preference of alternative x2 over
x4 and the preference of alternative x2 over x3, al-
though this should not be the case. To deal with
these situations we need to use another type of
function which re¯ects appropriately the di�erent
positions between alternatives. For example, if
ak

24 � a then ak
41 and ak

13 should be equal to a, but
ak

21 should be greater than or equal to a and less
than or equal to ak

23:
This new type of function can be obtained, for

example, by giving a value of importance or utility
to each alternative, in such a way that the lower
the position of an alternative, the higher the value
of utility. We can assume that the preference of the
best alternative over the worst alternative is the
maximum allowed, that is 9. So if, for example,
ok�i� � 1 and ok�j� � n, then we assume that
ak

ij � 9. As we said before, the utility value, uk
i ,

associated to alternative, xi, depends on the value
of its position ok�i�, in such a way that the bigger
the value of nÿ ok�i�, the bigger the value of uk

i , i.e.

uk
i � v�nÿ ok�i��;

where v is a non-decreasing function. An example
of this function is

uk
i � v�nÿ ok�i�� � nÿ ok�i�

nÿ 1
:

It is clear that the maximum utility value corre-
sponds to the ®rst alternative and the minimum
utility value to the last alternative in the preference
ordering. In this context, we have a normalised set
of n utility values, that is,

MAXifuk
i g ÿMINifuk

i g6 1:

Therefore, we have utility values given on the basis
of a di�erence scale.
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We are looking for a general expression of the
transformation function of a preference ordering
into a multiplicative preference relations, f , in
such a way, that given a pair of alternatives,
�xi; xj�, of which we only know their position
numbers in that preference ordering, �ok�i�; ok�j��,
it gives us the preference of xi over xj, ak

ij. This
transformation function, f, as was aforemen-
tioned, must be decreasing in the ®rst argument
and increasing in the second argument and has to
ful®l the following properties:
1. f �ok�i�; ok�j�� 2 �1=9; 9� 8i; j:
2. f �ok�i�; ok�j�� � f �ok�j�; ok�i�� � 1 8i; j:
3. f �ok�i�; ok�j�� � 1 if ok�i� � ok�j� 8i; j:
4. f �ok�i�; ok�j�� > 1 if ok�i� < ok�j� 8i; j:

In this case, as the values are given on the basis
of a di�erence scale, there exists a function, g, such
that

ak
ij � f �ok�i�; ok�j�� � g�ok�j� ÿ ok�i��;

where g is an increasing function. In what follows,
both ok�i� and ok�j� can be replaced by uk

i �
v�nÿ ok�i�� and uk

j � v�nÿ ok�j��, respectively,
being v an increasing function, and the di�erence
ok�j� ÿ ok�i� by the di�erence uk

iÿ uk
j . Furthermore,

g must ful®l
1. g�z� 2 �1=9; 9�.
2. g�z� � g�ÿz� � 1
3. g�0� � 1.
4. g�z� > 1 if z > 0.

Property 2 can be expressed as follows:

g�z� � g�ÿz� � g�0�;
which implies
1. g�z� � g�y� � g�ÿz� � g�ÿy�
� g�z� � g�ÿz�� � � g�y� � g�ÿy�� �
� 1 � 1 � 1 � g�0�, and

2. g�z� y� � g�ÿzÿ y� � g�0�:
That is

g�z� y� � g�ÿzÿ y� � g�z� � g�y� � g�ÿz� � g�ÿy�
and by symmetry, only one of the following four
functional equations is true:
1. g�z� y� � g�z� � g�y�.
2. g�z� y� � g�ÿz� � g�y�.
3. g�z� y� � g�z� � g�ÿy�.
4. g�z� y� � g�ÿz� � g�ÿy�.

We are going to demonstrate that the only
possible functional equation is the ®rst one. In
fact, the other three functional equations have
only one possible solution g�z� � 1 8 z; which is
nonsense because this function does not verify
property 4: If we suppose that g�z� y� �
g�ÿz� � g�y�: Taking y � 0 we have g�z� � g�ÿz�;
and applying the reciprocity property it has to be
g�z� � 1 8 z: Therefore, the option second func-
tional equations is not possible. In a similar way,
we can prove that the other two are not possible
either. So, function g veri®es the ®rst condition, i.e.,

g�z� y� � g�z� � g�y� 8z:
It is well-known that the general solution of this
functional equation is g�z� � expa z [1]. From
g�1� � 9; it results that so that the function we are
looking for is

g�z� � 9z 8z:
Summarising, we have the following result:

Proposition 3. Suppose we have a set of alterna-
tives, X, and associated with it a preference order-
ing, Ok � fok�1�; . . . ; ok�n�g. Then, the preference
degree of alternative xi over xj, ak

ij; is given by the
following transformation function, f 1:

ak
ij � f 1�ok�i�; ok�j�� � 9uk

i ÿuk
j ;

where uk
i � v�nÿ ok�i�� and uk

j � v�nÿ ok�j�� are
utility values associated to alternatives xi and xj,
respectively, by means of an increasing function v.

4. The MPDM based on fuzzy majority for di�erent

preference structures

In this section, we present a multiplicative de-
cision model assuming that we have di�erent
preference structures to represent the experts'
opinions, i.e., preference orderings, utility func-
tions and multiplicative preference relations. The
two new features of this multiplicative decision
model are:
· It integrates di�erent preference structures via

the transformation functions obtained in Sec-
tion 3.
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· It is based on the concept of fuzzy majority and
thus, all decisions are achieved according to a
majority of people's opinions.
The multiplicative decision model is developed

following two steps (see Fig. 1):
1. Making the information uniform. For every

preference ordering and set of utility values we
derive a multiplicative preference relation. To do
this, we use the transformation functions de®ned
in Section 3.

2. Application of a selection process. Once we
have the information given represented uniformly
we apply a selection process to choose the best
alternatives. This selection process is developed in
two phases:

(a) Aggregation phase. A collective multiplica-
tive preference relation is obtained from all
the individual multiplicative preference rela-
tions, using an OWG operator, which imple-
ments the concept of fuzzy majority.
(b) Exploitation phase. Using again the concept
of fuzzy majority, but in another sense, two
choice degrees of alternatives are applied, the
quanti®er guided dominance degree and the
quanti®er guided non-dominance degree. These
choice degrees act over the collective prefer-
ence relation supplying a selection set of alter-
natives.
In the following subsections, we analyse each

phase of the selection process.

Fig. 1. Resolution process of the MPDM problem.
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4.1. Aggregation: The collective multiplicative pref-
erence relation

Once we have made the information uniform,
we have a set of m individual multiplicative pref-
erence relations, fA1; . . . ;Amg. From this set of
relations we derive the collective multiplicative
preference relation, Ac. Each value, ac

ij 2 �1=9; 9�,
represents the preference of alternative xi over al-
ternative xj according to the majority of the ex-
perts' opinions. Traditionally, the majority is
de®ned as a threshold number of individuals.
Fuzzy majority is a soft majority concept ex-
pressed by a fuzzy linguistic quanti®er [28] (see
Appendix). To calculate each ac

ij we will use the
OWG operator, as the aggregation operator of
information.

De®nition 1. Let fa1; a2; . . . ; amg be a list of values
to aggregate, then, an OWG operator of dimen-
sion m is a function /G,

/G : Rm ! R

which has associated a set of weights W and is
de®ned as

/G�a1; a2; . . . ; am� �
Ym

k�1

cwk
k ;

where W � �w1; . . . ;wm�, is an exponential weight-
ing vector, such that, wi 2 �0; 1� and

P
k wk � 1 and

C is the associated ordered value vector. Each el-
ement ci 2 C is the ith largest value in the collec-
tion fa1; . . . ; amg:

The OWG operator re¯ects the fuzzy majority
calculating its weighting vector by means of a
fuzzy linguistic quanti®er according to Yager's
ideas [27]. In the case of a non-decreasing pro-
portional quanti®er Q, the weighting vector is
calculated using the following expression:

wk � Q�k=m� ÿ Q��k ÿ 1�=m�; k � 1; . . . ;m:

When a fuzzy quanti®er Q is used to calculate the
weights of the OWG operator /G, it is represented
by /G

Q:

Therefore, the collective multiplicative prefer-
ence relation is obtained as follows:

ac
ij � /G

Q�a1
ij; . . . ; am

ij�:

4.2. Exploitation: Choosing the alternative(s)

The exploitation phase consists of choosing the
alternative(s) ``best'' acceptable to the group of
individuals as a whole. To do so, we use two
quanti®er guided choice degrees of alternatives,
de®ned over the collective multiplicative prefer-
ence relation and based on the concept of fuzzy
majority: a quanti®er guided dominance degree and
a quanti®er guided non dominance degree. Both
choice degrees are calculated from Ac using the
OWG operator as follows:
1. Quanti®er guided dominance degree. For the al-

ternative, xi, we calculate the quanti®er guided
dominance degree, MQGDDi, from Ak as fol-
lows:

MQGDDi �
1

2
� �1� log9 /G

Q�ac
ij; j � 1; . . . ; n��:

It is used to quantify the dominance that one
alternative has over all the others in a fuzzy
majority sense.

2. Quanti®er guided non-dominance degree. We
also compute the quanti®er guided non domi-
nance degree, MQGNDDi, according to the
following expression:

MQGNDDk
i � 1� log9 /G

Q�rc
ij; j � 1; . . . ; n�;

where rc
ij is a preference value obtained as

rc
ij � minfac

ij; 1g: In our context, MQGNDDi

gives the degree in which each alternative is not
dominated by a fuzzy majority of the set of
alternatives.
In order to obtain the selection set of alterna-

tives we may apply these choice degrees according
to the following selection scheme [5]:
· Step 1. The application of each choice degree of

alternatives over X allows us to obtain the fol-
lowing sets of alternatives:
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X MQGDD

� xi j xi 2 X ;MQGDDi � sup
xj2X

MQGDDj

( )

X MQGNDD

� xi j xi2X ;MQGNDDi�sup
xj2X

MQGNDDj

( )

whose elements are called maximum dominance
elements and maximal non-dominated ele-
ments, respectively.

· Step 2. The application of the conjunction selec-
tion policy obtains the following set of alterna-
tives:

X QGCP � X MQGDD \ X MQGNDD:

If X QGCP 6� ;, then End and this is the solution.
Otherwise continue,

· Step 3. The application of one sequential selec-
tion policy, according to either a dominance or
non dominance criterion, i.e.,
� Dominance based sequential selection process

MQG-DD-NDD.
To apply the quanti®er guided dominance de-
gree over X, and obtain X MQGDD. If
#�X MQGDD� � 1 then End, and this is the so-
lution set. Otherwise, continue obtaining

X MQGÿDDÿNDD

� xi j xi 2 X MQGDD;MQGNDDi

(
� sup

xj2X MQGDD

MQGNDDj

)
:

This is the selection set of alternatives.
� Non-dominance based sequential selection pro-

cess MQG-NDD-DD.
To apply the quanti®er guided non domi-
nance degree over X, and obtain X MQGNDD.
If #�X MQGNDD� � 1 then End, and this is the
solution set. Otherwise, continue obtaining

X MQGÿNDDÿDD

� xi j xi 2 X MQGNDD;MQGDDi

(
� sup

xj2X MQGNDD

MQGDDj

)
:

This is the selection set of alternatives.

4.3. Consistency of decision model

In this subsection, we analyse the consistency of
the multiplicative decision model built using the
transformation functions given in Propositions
1±3 and both quanti®er guided choice degrees. In
particular, we show that the transformation func-
tions act coherently according to both choice de-
grees, because the ranking among the alternatives
that we can obtain from any of the considered
representation structures (preference ordering and
utility function) is not a�ected if we apply any of
the two choice degrees on the respective multipli-
cative preference relations obtained via the trans-
formation functions.

The following proposition expresses this con-
dition.

Proposition 4. Let U k � fuk
1; . . . ; uk

ng (Ok � fok�1�;
. . . ; ok�n�g) be a set of utility values (prefe-
rence orderings) assigned by an expert ek to a set
of alternatives X. Let Ak be the multiplicative pre-
ference relation obtained according to the trans-
formation function given in Proposition 1 or 2
(Proposition 3). If uk

j P uk
i (ok�i�P ok�j�) then

the choice degrees (MQGDDk
i ;MQGNDDk

i ;
MQGDDk

j ;MQGNDDk
j ) obtained from Ak satisfy

the following relationships:
1. MQGDDk

i 6MQGDDk
j and

2. MQGNDDk
i 6MQGNDDk

j .

Proof. The demonstration is a result of the OWG
operator and the transformation functions being
non-decreasing functions. �

5. Example

We present an example to illustrate the decision
model studied in this paper. Suppose that we have
a set of six experts, E � fe1; e2; e3; e4; e5; e6g, and a
set of four alternatives, X � fx1; x2; x3; x4g. Sup-
pose that experts e1; e2 give their opinions in terms
of preference ordering, experts e3; e4 in terms of
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utility values, and experts e5; e6 in terms of multi-
plicative preference relations. The information is
the following:
· e1: O1 � f3; 1; 4; 2g.
· e2: O2 � f3; 2; 1; 4g.
· e3: U 3 � f0:5; 0:7; 1; 0:1g.
· e4: U 4 � f0:7; 0:9; 0:6; 0:3g.
· e5:

A5 �
1 1=5 1=5 3

5 1 5 7

5 1=5 1 5

1=3 1=7 1=5 1

2664
3775:

· e6:

A6 �
1 1 5=2 9

1 1 4 3=2

2=5 1=4 1 4

1=9 2=3 1=4 1

2664
3775:

5.1. Making the information uniform

Using transformation functions f 1 with
uk

i � v�nÿ ok�i�� � �nÿ ok�i��=�nÿ 1� and l1 to
make the information uniform, we have the fol-
lowing multiplicative preference relations:

A1 �

1 9ÿ2=3 91=3 9ÿ1=3

92=3 1 9 91=3

9ÿ1=3 1=9 1 92=3

91=3 9ÿ1=3 9ÿ2=3 1

266664
377775;

A2 �

1 9ÿ1=3 9ÿ2=3 91=3

91=3 1 9ÿ1=3 92=3

92=3 91=3 1 9

9ÿ1=3 9ÿ2=3 1=9 1

266664
377775;

A3 �

1 5=7 1=2 5

7=5 1 1=7 7

2 7 1 10

1=5 1=7 1=10 1

266664
377775;

A4 �
1 7=9 7=6 7=3

9=7 1 3=2 3
6=7 2=3 1 2
3=7 1=3 1=2 1

2664
3775:

5.2. Selection process

5.2.1. Aggregation
Using the fuzzy majority criterion with the

fuzzy linguistic quanti®er ``at least half '', with the
pair �0; 0:5�, and the corresponding OWG opera-
tor with the weighting vector, W � �1=3; 1=3;
1=3; 0; 0; 0�, the collective multiplicative preference
relation is:

Ac �
1 0:822 1:824 5:130
3:557 1 5:646 5:278
3:511 2:133 1 7:663
1:326 0:420 0:307 1

2664
3775:

5.2.2. Exploitation
We apply the exploitation process with

the fuzzy quanti®er ``most'' with the pair
�0:3; 0:8�; i.e., the corresponding OWG operator
with the weighting vector W � �0; 0:4; 0:5; 0:1�.
The quanti®er guided choice degrees of alter-
natives acting over the collective multiplica-
tive preference relation supply the following
values:

x1 x2 x3 x4

MQGDDi 0:5504 0:7964 0:7005 0:576

MQGNDDi 0:9911 1 1 0:7489:

These values represent the dominance that one
alternative has over ``most'' alternatives according
to ``at least half'' of the experts, and the non-
dominance degree to which the alternative is not
dominated by ``most'' alternatives according to ``at
least half'' of the experts, respectively. Clearly the
maximal sets are:

X MQGDD � fx2g and X MQGNDD � fx2; x3g;
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therefore, the selection set of alternatives ac-
cording to the selection procedure is the singleton
fx2g.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied an MPDM
problem assuming that the information is pro-
vided by means of di�erent preference structures:
preference orderings, utility values and multipli-
cative preference relations. We have presented a
decision model to choose the best alternatives
using multiplicative preference relation as the
element base for that uniformation. The two
main features of the decision model presented
are:
· It integrates di�erent preference structures by

means of transformation functions that relate
the preference structures.

· It is guided by fuzzy majority.
As a consequence, this multiplicative MPDM

model provides a ¯exible framework to manage
di�erent structures of preferences, constituting an
approximate decision model to real decision situ-
ations with experts from di�erent areas of knowl-
edge.

Appendix A. Fuzzy majority and fuzzy linguistic

quanti®ers

The majority is traditionally de®ned as a
threshold number of individuals. Fuzzy majority is

a soft majority concept expressed by a fuzzy lin-
guistic quanti®er, which is manipulated via a fuzzy
logic based calculus of linguistically quanti®ed
propositions.

Quanti®ers can be used to represent the amount
of items satisfying a given predicate. Classic logic
is restricted to the use of only two quanti®ers, there
exists and for all, which are closely related to the or
and and connectives, respectively. Human dis-
course is much richer and more diverse in its
quanti®ers, e.g., about 5, almost all, a few, many,
most, as many as possible, nearly half, at least half.
In an attempt to bridge the gap between formal
systems and natural discourse and, in turn, to
provide a more ¯exible knowledge representation
tool, Zadeh introduced the concept of fuzzy
quanti®ers [28]. Zadeh suggested that the semantic
of a fuzzy quanti®er can be captured by using
fuzzy subsets for its representation. He distin-
guished between two types of fuzzy quanti®ers,
absolute and proportional or relative. Absolute
quanti®ers are used to represent amounts that are
absolute in nature such as about 2 or more than 5.
These absolute linguistic quanti®ers are closely
related to the concept of count or number of ele-
ments. He de®ned these quanti®ers as fuzzy sub-
sets of the non negative real numbers, R�. In this
approach, an absolute quanti®er can be repre-
sented by a fuzzy subset Q, such that for any
r 2 R� the membership degree of r in Q, Q(r), in-
dicates the degree to which the amount r is com-
patible with the quanti®er represented by Q.
Proportional quanti®ers, such as most, at least
half, can be represented by fuzzy subsets of the

Fig. 2. Proportional fuzzy quanti®ers.
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unit interval, [0,1]. For any r 2 �0; 1�, Q(r) indi-
cates the degree to which the proportion r is
compatible with the meaning of the quanti®er it
represents. Any quanti®er of natural language
can be represented as a proportional quanti®er
or given the cardinality of the elements consid-
ered, as an absolute quanti®er. Functionally,
fuzzy quanti®ers are of three types, increasing,
decreasing, and unimodal. An increasing quanti-
®er is characterised by the relationship Q�r1�P
Q�r2� if r1 > r2: Examples of these quanti®ers are
most, at least half. A decreasing quanti®er is
characterised by the relationship Q�r1�6Q�r2�
if r1 < r2:

An absolute quanti®er Q : R� ! �0; 1� satis®es:
Q�0� � 0; exists k j Q�k� � 1: A relative quanti®-
er, Q : �0; 1� ! �0; 1�; satis®es: Q�0� � 0; exists
r 2 �0; 1� j Q�r� � 1: A non decreasing quanti®er
satis®es: 8 a; b if a > b then Q�a�P Q�b�:

The membership function of a non-decreasing
relative quanti®er can be represented as

Q�r� �
0 if r < a;
rÿa
bÿa if a6 r6 b;

1 if r > b

8<:
with a; b; r 2 �0; 1�. Some examples of proportional
quanti®ers are shown in Fig. 2, where the param-
eters, �a; b� are �0:3; 0:8�, �0; 0:5� and �0:5; 1�, re-
spectively.
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